CROSSWORD
No 17,522 Set by GUY

ACROSS
1 Badly behaved child beginning to spoil party (5)
4 Where players warm up on the return leg (9)
9 Rabbit Angstrom, in a good American novel (3,4)
10 Match with which Prometheus starts fire? (4-3)
11 Time travelling Tardises threaten trouble (5,8)
14 Some ricochets, throwing here (4)
15 I fall out with poor victim of fraud (5,4)
18 Hosting stars regularly, two homes thus essential (9)
19 Bird book for Elba's doctor? (4)
21 Late payment of old tax after years (6,7)
24 Beans mumi covered with cheese, source of energy (7)
26 Punch available full of old satire (7)
27 Red coats English journalists buttoned up (9)
28 English family in Scotland keeps off drink and drugs (5)

DOWN
1 Rebuke upset friends (4)
2 A beautiful jab that could knock you out (11)
3 Fish eaten by each Muslim five times a day? (6)
4 Immigration measures failing a lot, so bad (9)
5 Cadillac's behind a non-American Prius fastback (5)
6 Like sailors, stitching whichever nets start to loosen (8)
7 If you're willing, have this back (3)
8 Iron picked up more cheaply, collecting tons easy (10)
12 In my opinion banking Russian's cash is problematic (11)
13 Amusing vegetable eaten by queen is a fruit (6,4)
16 Rolls honking hard (4-5)
17 Tempo of song gives room to breathe (8)
20 River rodent comes up to surface (6)
22 Everyone casually sneaks a look (5)
23 Article worn without maker's label (4)
25 Dracula spoke about being equipped with fangs (3)
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